Healthcare IP Expands EDI Network in Partnership with Decent
Bringing people and products together to improve the healthcare experience.
Edmond, OK— February 11, 2019 — Healthcare IP today announced its partnership with
Decent, a startup administering affordable, patient centered health insurance plans. Leveraging
its Scale® EDI network, Healthcare IP will facilitate the secure exchange of health information
between Decent and its providers, reducing administrative complexities and bringing
transparency to the revenue cycle.
“It’s encouraging to see organizations prioritize patient experience in their operational
strategy, but that’s just the first step. The overall effectiveness relies on the collective effort of
all stakeholders. Placing extreme importance on the values of your business partners.” explains
Brent Grimes, EVP at Healthcare IP. “As someone who works with health plans and care
providers, it’s our job to bring people together and engage constructive conversation. This
partnership presents an opportunity for discourse and display of what the patient-providerpayer relationship can be in healthcare.”
“Partnering with Healthcare IP has allowed us to enter the market quickly and with
confidence. The folks at Healthcare IP bring decades of expertise to the table and have been
invaluable collaborating partners in the development and implementation of Decent’s EDI
strategy.” Ryan Scott, Operations Lead, Decent.

About Healthcare IP
Healthcare IP is an integrated partner of healthcare provider and payer organizations,
promoting data transparency and user experience in the revenue cycle. Specializing in custom
solutions with quality client service, we provide clarity and guidance through the complexities
of healthcare data management.
About Decent
Decent, a startup administering affordable, patient centered health insurance plans to
freelancers, is charting a new path forward for health insurance in America. We envision a
world where everyone has the freedom to do the work they want without sacrificing access to
affordable and comprehensive healthcare.
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